ONYXWorks® Smoke Control

Raising the Bar on Smoke Control Systems

When an incident occurs in your facility, you rely on an intuitive smoke control system to keep people safe, and allow for quick building evacuation. What if that system could also integrate into the ONYXWorks® platform you know and trust?

The intuitive interface you trust
ONYXWorks® Smoke Control provides smoke control operations and post-incident purge/mop-up within the NOTIFIER ONYXWorks® platform, eliminating the need for a 3rd party smoke control system. Available in a dedicated 22” screen or 42” touch screen display, look to NOTIFIER to provide the protection you need with a simple user interface, that can be customized to meet your unique smoke control needs.

With the Smoke Control System you rely on
ONYXWorks® Smoke Control was developed with your needs in mind. It supports both dedicated and non-dedicated systems, and provides protection for your building in a high-rise and floor plan view. This UL listed software eliminates the need for large smoke control panels, and provides the modern technology needed for today’s highest buildings, broadest campuses or most complicated system applications.